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1.0 Introduction

In February 1997, the Center for Risk Excellence (CRE) was created and charged as a technical,
field-based partnerto the Ofilce of Science and Risk Policy (EM-52). One of the initial charges to the
CRE was to assistthe sites in the development of “site riskprofiles.” These profiles were to be relatively
short summaries (periodically updated) with a broad perspective on the major risk-relatedchallenges that
face the respective site. The risk profile serves as a high-level communication tool for interestedinternal
and external parties to enhance the understandingof these risk-relatedchallenges. The risk profile for
each site has been designed to qualitativelypresentthe following information: 1) a brief overview of the
site, 2) a brief discussion on the historicalmission of the site, 3) a quote from the site manager indicating
the site’s commitment to risk management,4) a listing of the site’s top risk-relatedchallenges, 5) a brief
discussion and detailed table presentingthe site’s currentrisk picture, 6) a brief discussion and detailed
table presentingthe site’s future riskreductionpicture, and 7) illustrationsof the projected management of
the relative hazards at the site. During fiscal year 1998, riskprofiles for the Richland Operations Office
(DOE 1998a), Nevada Operations Office (DOE 1998b), Rocky FlatsField Office (DOE 1998c),
SavannahRiver Operations Office (DOE 1998d), and Albuquerque Operations Office (DOE 1998e) were
developed, which used the methodology discussed in this report.

The illustrationswere included to provide thereader of the risk profiles with a high-level mental
picture to associate with all the qualitativeinformation presented in the risk profile. This report presents
the methodology developed to produce the graphics showing the relative hazard reductions thatoccur as a
resultof a site’s projected risk managementactions.

The term “controlling constituent” is used often in this document. Controlling constituentsare
defined as those radionuclides and/or hazardouschemicals in a particularwaste type thattend to control
its environmental impact or hazardousnessof the consequences associated with the waste material. In the
analysis methods discussed in this document, it is advantageousto limit the number of controlling
constituentsto as few as possible and still adequatelyrepresentthe hazardousness of the waste material.
In most risk assessments,there areusuallyjust one or two constituentsthattend to drive the risk. It is
these constituentsthatwe are calling “controlling constituents.”
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2.0 Relative Hazard Calculation

.

The methodology consists of 1) using site-specific information (e.g., information from site disposition
maps, site-specific Project Baseline Summaries (PBSS), and other site documents thataddress elements of
the overall risk story for a site) and 2) applying factors from applicable site-specific risk assessment
resultsor look-up tables to generate relative hazard (RH) ratio values by waste type.

Relative hazard calculations are made using the following relationshipof key risk-relatedparameters
thatcan be extracted from the information provided for the riskprofiles:

n
Relative Hazard (RH) = ~ Q.Ct/ Qccto*RFccct/ RFccto* HM..t / H.Nko * HCm / HCmo (2.1:

where Q,~ =

Qccto=

RFcc, =

RFcc@ =

HMc.t =

MM) =

HCCct =

HCcti =

Cc=l

quantityof the controlling constituents(radionuclides, in curies and hazardous
chemicals, in kilograms) at time t (i.e., timewhen specified riskmanagement action
is completed)

quantityof the controlling constituents(radionuclides, in curies and hazardous
chemicals, in kilograms) at time tO(i.e., the original baseline or startingtime)

fraction of controlling constituentquantitythatis releasableto the controlling
pathway attime t

fraction of the controlling constituentquantitythatis releasableto the controlling
pathway attime tO

hazard measure factor for controlling constituentand controlling pathway attime t
(hazard measure factors from look-up tables)

hazard measure factor for controlling constituentand controlling pathway attime tO
(hazard measure factors from look-up tables)

hazard control factor for risk managementcontrol action specfilc at time t (hazard
control factors may be estimatedfrom siterisk data or approximated using supplied
look-up tables)

hazard control factor for risk managementcontrol action specitlc at time tO(hazard
control factors may be estimatedfrom siterisk data or approximatedusing supplied
look-up tables)

number of controlling constituents.
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Note: If only one controlling constituentis identified (highly encouraged), the equation will not need to
be summed over the number of controlling constituents.

The RH equationcalculatesa relativeratio, which representsa hazard”reductionresultingfrom a
specified risk managementaction compared to a baseline. It does ~t calculate an absolute haz~d value.
At this time, the level of dataavailable in the disposition maps and PBSS are not detailed enough to
support the calculation of absolute hazard values. The current stateis the baseline to which each risk
managementaction is compared. The baseline factor is designated as time-zero (tO) in subscriptsand risk
managementfactors at subsequenttimes (t). To compare each risk management action step with the
previous risk managementaction time step, the baseline factors (i.e., factorCC@)can simply be replaced
with the corresponding previous time factor (i.e., factorCCt.l).Each factor of the RH equation is discussed
separatelybelow.

2.1 Quantity (Q) Data

The best available site-specific quantitydatashould be used when calculating the RH ratios. In order
for the RH ratiosto be comparable across the different waste types, the quantitydata should be specific to
each controlling constituentand should be provided in units of curies for radionuclides or grams for
hazardous chemicals. If exact amountsof each controlling constituent are not available, rough estimates
of the fraction of each controlling constituentcontained in the total waste quantity can be made. These
fractions can then be used to adjustthe total waste quantityto estimatethe quantity of each respective
controlling constituent. If controlling constituentquantitydata in curies (radionuclides) or grams
(hazardous chemicals) arejust not available and it is not possible to estimatethe fractions of each
controlling constituentin the total waste quantity,the total waste quantityof each waste type can be used
as a rough surrogate,provided thatunitsof this quantityremain the same through out the analysis of the
respective waste type. However, without controlling constituentquantities,the RH result would generally
be non-comparable across wastetypes. The RH ratios may not be accurate for risk management actions
thatinvolve treatmentof the controlling constituent(s).

2.2 Release Fraction (RF)

In some cases, the total quantityof a controlling constituent is not all releasable to the controlling
exposure pathway of concern (i.e., dominant exposure pathway). In these cases, a release fraction (i.e.,
the ftaction of the totalquantityof the controlling constituent thatis releasable to the controlling pathway)
should be provided for use in the RH equation to adjust the quantity. Use of a release fraction allows only
the fraction of the controlling constituentquantitythatcan actually be released to the exposure pathway to
be considered. If all of the controlling constituentquantitiesare available for release to the controlling
exposure pathway, which is truefor many waste type situations,the RF factor can be assigned a value
of 1.

.
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2.3 Hazard Measure (HM) Factors

The HM considers the inherenttoxicity or carcinogenic potential of the controlling contaminants
identified, as well as its potential to expose members of the public through various exposure pathways.
Because constituents then are determined a priori, the HM factors, along with Q data,is probably one of
the least subjective of the RH equation factors. The HM factor look-up tables areprovided.

The HM factors were derived differently for radionuclides and chemicals. Chemical HMs were based
directly on the reportable quantities(RQs) of 40 CFR Part302, “Designation, Reportable Quantities,and
Notification.” Radionuclide HMs were determinedfor five exposure pathways using ICRP-30 dose
calculation methods and near-field exposure modeling assumptions. Derivation of theseradionuclide
HMs was based on a method developed for the Modified Hazard Ranking System (Hawley and Napier
1985; Hawley et al. 1986; Stenneret al. 1986). Because radiomiclide and chemical HMs are determined
differently, details of the two methods and differences between them are discussed below.

2.3.1 Radionuclides

The HM for radionuclides are similar to an exposure pathway-specific dose factor althoughthe
modeling is not detailed enough to provide an absolute dose estimate. The Modified HazardRanking
System (MHRS), the original use of radionuclide HMs, was developed to work within the framework of
the EPA’s Hazard Ranking System (HRS) (EPA 1982). However, the MHRS also provides a more
appropriatetreatmentof radionuclides in ranking mixed waste sites for the NationalPriorityList under
the Comprehensive EnvironmentalResponse, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA). Like the
MHRS and HRS, radionuclides are evaluated under five potential exposure pathways: air, surface water,
groundwater, fire/explosion, and direct contact.

Designed for generic application anywhere the HRS could be used, the MHRS included a limited
suiteof radionuclides and used the ICRP Publication 2 (ICRP 1959) “critical organ” concept in assigning
a potential “hazard ranking” to radionuclides. Like the MHRS-based factors, however, the RH-based HM
factors arebased upon near-field scenarios. In a near-field scenario, interestis focused on the doses an
individualcould receive at a particularlocation as a resultof initial contaminationor externalsources
(i.e., buried solid waste, contaminated soil, contaminatedwater, or contamination in air).(a)Near-field
assumptionswere used, since the basic difference between near-field and far-field scenariosis dilution.
In an RH analysis, the affect of dilution distance can be accounted for in the hazardcontrol (HC)
parameterassociated with relocation of materialfurtherfrom a receptor.

(a) This differs from a far-field scenario, defined as determining impacts of a particularreleaseof
radioactive or hazardous materialinto a wide environment, such as the dose from releasesfrom a
stackto individuals or populations downwind.
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While the MHRS approach was retained,several enhancementswere made to the HM factors
presented for use in the RH calculations:

●

●

●

Additional radionuclides are included. Like the MHRS-based factors, the RH-based factors are
generally limited to radionuclides with a half-life of 1 year or greater,unless they were specit3cally
noted as being potentially importantin one of the wastematerialsbeing considered.

The dose calculation methodology was updatedto ICRP Publication 30 (ICRP 1979), using the
GENII computer codes (Napier et al. 1988% 1988b; 1988c) to perform updated calculations for the
five exposure pathways. Radionuclide HMs are now based upon effective dose equivalent (EDE)
ratherthan critical organ dose.

The methodology used to produce the RH-based HM values utilized default inputs of the GENII
code, and, for the groundwater exposure pathway, used groundwatertransferpartition coefficients

(&) from Seine and Wood (1990).

Descriptions of the exposure assumptionsand radionuclide categories for each of the five exposure
pathways are provided in the sections below, along with the respective HM factor look-up tables. In each
exposure pathway table, radionuclides are categorized by the approximatedose received per unit
concentration. Each category differs from the othersby approximately an order of magnitude in the
“relative dose impact.” All exposure-pathway-specific HM-factor tableshave been normalized, so that
the highest category is V and the lowest is O,corresponding to the exponent of the value of the HM factor
assigned to each category (i.e., category V has an HM value of 100,000, while category Ohas an HM
value of 1).

2.3.1.1 Air Exposure Pathway

This is a chronic exposure pathway thatprimarilyposes long-te~ large-scale risks to the public.
Assumptions are thatthe exposed individual:

. lives continuously in contaminated air (chronic inhalation)

. is continuously exposed to externalradiationfrom radionuclides deposited on the ground surface

● is continuously immersed in the airborneradioactive plume.

The values of the HM factor for the air exposure pathwayare given in Table 2.1 for selected
radionuclides.
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Table 2.1. Air Exposure PathwayGroups for Radionuclides

+ Haxard
Category Measure (HM) Radionuclide Grouping

v 105 22Na,5%4n,‘Co, %, %3b, 134Cs,137Cs,152Eu,15%

Iv 104 155Eu,‘~h, 233U,“U, ‘5U, 23SU,237Np,‘9fip, 238fi, 239fi,
‘~, ~lA~ 243Cm,2wC~ 245Cm

III 103 l~e, 3@ ‘wCd, 1291,24’~, 22~a, ~zc~ ‘zCf

II 100 55Fe,5%i, 90Sr,93M0,99Tc,147Pm

I 10 14C,135Cs,151Sm

1 0 1 3H,b3Ni

2.3.1.2 Surface-Water Exposure Pathway

This is a chronic exposure pathway thatprimarilyposes long-term risks to public users of local
surface water sources. Assumptions are thatthe exposed individual:

●

●

●

●

eats food irrigatedwith contaminated surface water,at anirrigationrateof 150 IJm2/mo for 6 me/y

eats fish from the contaminated water

is exposed to externalradiation from contaminatedsedimentsalong the bank

gets drinking water from the contaminated surface water.

Resuspension and externalradiation from radionuclides deposited on the soil from irrigation are not
considered. The values of the HM factor for the surface-waterexposure pathway are given in Table 2.2
for selected radionuclides.

2.3.1.3 Groundwater-to-Surface-Water Exposure Pathway

This is a chronic exposure pathway thatprimarilyposes long-term risksto public users of the local’
surface water sources. Groundwater is assumed to connect with surface water~ough inilltration,and
exposure is via the surface water exposure pathway. No directgroundwaterexposure via groundwater
wells is assumed. Assumptions are thatthe exposed individual:

. eats food irrigatedwith surface water contaminatedvia connection with groundwater, at an irrigation
rateof 150 lJm2/mo for 6 me/y

. eats fish from the contaminated water

2.5



Table 2.2. Surface Water Exposure Pathway Groups for Radionuclides

Hazard
Category Measure @M)

.
Radionuclide Grouping

v 105 134Cs,137Cs,237Np

Iv 104 1291,‘35CS,22%, 23%h, ‘1~ 243Cm‘aCm, ‘5Cm, 252Cf

III 103 14C,22Na,3GC1,‘Co, lwCd, 152Eu,154Eu,233U,234U,235U,
‘*U, 23%p, 238Pu,‘9Pu, ‘$%, ‘2Cm

II 100 l~e, 54Mn,55Fe,‘3Ni, ‘“Sr, ‘Nb, 99T~,125Sb,147~ 151Sm,

155Eu,24%

I 10 59Ni,93M0

o 1 3H

● is exposedtoexternalradiationfrom contaminatedsediments along the bank

s gets driting waterfrom the contaminatedsurface water.

Resuspension and externalradiationfrom radionuclides deposited on the soil from irrigation are not
considered.

The groundwater-to-surface-waterexposure pathway radionuclide categories were adjustedfor the
tendency of radionuclides to adsorb to soil particles (partitioncoefficient, IQ during groundwater
transport. Partitioncoefficients were obtained (Seine and Wood 1990) and converted to groundwater
transfercoefficients from 1 to 100 (Hawley and Napier 1985; Hawley et al. 1986) to be consistent with
the multiplicativeRH strategy. The& values used for each radionuclide and the derived groundwater
transfercoefficients are shown in Table 2.3. The HM factor for groundwater does not consider the time it
takes the radionuclide to move through the vadose zone to the saturatedzone and to a point where it could
fit the near-field scenario. The values of the HM factor for the groundwater-to-surface-water exposure
pathway are given in Table 2.4 for selected radionuclides.

2.3.1.4 Fire/Explosion Pathway

The fire/explosion pathway is also intendedto representnon-energetic acute releases resulting from
facility accident sequences. This acute exposure pathway primarily poses near-te~ large-scale public
health risks. Assumptions are as follows:

Exposure lastsonly a shorttime, approximately 0.5 hour, with the exposed individual atthe center
line of the releasedplume.

The only relevantpathway is inhalation;to account for the high concentration of materialin the
plume, it was modeled as resuspension with a mass loading of 1 g/m3.
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Table 2.3. PartitionCoefficients (&s) and Derived Groundwater TransferCoefficients Used
in the GroundwaterExposure PathwayRadionuclide Categories

Groundwater Transfer
Constituent/Radionuclide & Coefficient

3H ()(a) 100

Be 30@) 3

14C 0(.4 100

Na -j(@ 33

cl ()(.+ 100

Mn 2&) 5

Fe 2@ 5
1 1

II co ~()(a) 10 1

Ni 15(@ 7 I

Sr ~& 10

Sb o~) 100

Nb. loo@) 1

Mo ()(a) 100

I @) 100

Cs 5@) 2

LanthanidesEu, ~ Sm 5@$ 2

Ra 20(a) 5

Th 50(0 2

u O(@ 100

Np 3(@ 33
I

Pu l@O 1

Am, Cm 100(a) 1

Ac, Cf loo@) 1

I

(a) Seine and Wood (1990).

(b) Seine (1994). 1
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Table 2.4. Groundwater-to-Surface Water Exposure PathwayGroups for Radionuclides

Hazard
Category Measure (HIM) Radionuclide Grouping

v 105 237Np

Iv 104 129I

III 103 14C,36C1,134CS,137Cs,23~h, 233U,234U,235U,23%, ‘9Np,
~lAm

II 100 22Na,‘Co, 99Tc, 125Sb,135CS,‘z!Ra, 243Cm2WC9245Cm,
252cf

I 10 54Mn,55Fe,%r, lWCd,152Eu,154Eu,238Pu,239Pu,2%,
242Cm

o 1 3H, l%e, 59Ni,b3Ni,94Nb,93M0,147Pq 151Sm,155Eu,241Pu

The values of the HM for the fire/explosion exposure pathway are given in Table 2.5 for key
radionuclides.

Table 2.5. Fire/Explosion Exposure Pathway Groups for Radionuclides

Hazard
Category Measure (HIM) Radionuclide Grouping

v 105 23~h, 233U,“U, ‘5U, 238U,237Np,238W,239~, 240~,

~lArrL 243CnA‘Cm, 245CIW252Cf

N 104 22Na,54Mn,‘Co, 94Nb,%b, 134CS,137Cs,~Eu, 154Eu,
22~a, 241h, 242cm

III 103 l~e, 90Sr,lwcd, 1291,155Eu,23~p

II 100 36C1,93M0,99Tc,135CS,147Pm151Sm

I 10 14C,55Fe,59Ni,b3Ni

o 1 3H

2.3.1.5 Direct Contact Exposure Pathway

This is an acute exposure pathway thatprimarily poses near-termrisks to individual workers or
members of the public. Assumptions are as follows:

● The exposed individual is in direct contact with the materialfor a shortperiod of time, approximately
1 hour, while digging or otherwise creating loose materialairborne.

. Exposure pathways are inhalation, externalexposure, and resuspensionof loose materialwith mass
loading of 0.0001 g/m3.

2.8
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The values of the HM factor for the direct contact exposure pathway are given in Table 2.6 for selected
radionuclides.

Table 2.6. Direct Contact Exposure Pathway Groups for Radionuclides

Hazard
Category Measure (HM) Radionuclide Grouping

v 105 22Na,%fn, ‘Co, 94Nb,125Sb,134CS,137Cs,152Eu,l~Eu

lv 104 155Eu,23~h, 233U,‘~u, 235U,‘8U, 237Np,23~p, 238pu,239pu,
z~, 241&, 243CQ ~c~, ~scm zszcf

III 103 lwCd, 1291,22%a, 241Pu,~2Cm

II 100 l~e, 36C1,55Fe,59Ni,90&,93M~

I 10, 14C,‘3Ni, 99Tc,135CS,147Pw151Sm

I o 1 I 3H

2.3.2 Hazardous Chemicals

The HM factor values for hazardouschemicals are based on the RQs of 40 CFR Part302.4,
“Designation of HazardousSubstances.” According to the EPA, “RQs represent a determinationonly of

possible or potentialh- not thatreleases of a particularamount of a hazardous substanceswill
necessarily be harmful to the public health or welfare or to the environment.” The RQs provide a simple,
readily available method of comparing the potentialhazard from a specific set of chemicals.

The RQ-derived HMs for hazardous chemicals are fundamentally different from the HMs for
radionuclides in thatthe RQs arenot exposure-pathway specific. Their primary criteria for evaluation are
aquatic toxicity, mammaliantoxicity (oral, dermal, and inhalation), ignitability, reactivity, chronic
toxicity, and potential carcinogenicity.

The FINIsfor chemicals were derived from the RQs as shown in Table 2.7. An adjustmentwas made
to maintaina multiplicativescheme for the RH strategy. Relationships between the various RQs and
FINIsare maintainedby this adjustment.

Table 2.7. HazardMeasures for Chemicals Based on Repor@ble Quantity

Category RQ
A 1 1000

B 10 100

c 100 10

D 1000 1
E 5000 0.5
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Not all chemicals identified for the various DOE facilities and areas will have RQs listed in
40 CFR 302. Some HM values were derived by comparison to similarchemicals. When no values of RQ
are available for a specific key chemical, surrogate values of HM can be developed using RQ values from
a chemical with similartransport(&, I&, ~., volubility limit, etc.) and toxicity (e.g., slope factors and
reference doses). Transport and toxicity parametervalues can be reviewed using the Multimedia-
Modeling EnvironmentalDatabase Editor (Warren and Strenge 1994), which accesses the Multimedia
EnvironmentalPollution Assessment System (MEPAS) database(Strenge and Peterson 1989). Table 2.8
provides a list of constituentsof possible importance to DOE sitesand indicates the use of surrogate
chemicals in several instances. The table lists current RQ values from 40 CFR 302 for several chemicals,
with HM values determined using the convention of Table 2.7. For those chemicals not included in
40 CFR 302, the estimatedHM is given with an indication of the basis. For example, values for the
alcohols ethanoland isopropanol are set to the value for methanol because of chemical similarity. The
HM values for benzo(b)fluoranthene and benzo(k)fluoranthene were estimated from the HM of
benzo(a)pyrene and the toxicity equivalence among the three compounds. From the MEPAS database,
the oral slope factors for the three chemicals are:

benzo(a)pyrene 7.3 kg-dfmg
benzo(b)fluoranthene 0.73 kg-d/mg
benzo(k)fluoranthene 0.073 kg-d/mg

The HM for benzo(a)pyrene is multiplied by the chemical oral slope factor and divided by the
benzo(a)pyrene slope factor to estimatethe HM for the chemical. The inorganic chemicals in the list are
assumedto be in ionic form. Some of these are expected to be in relatively non-toxic forms in the
environment (e.g., sodium, potassiuu magnesim and nitrate)and have HM values set to the minimum
value (0.5) from Table 2.7.

2.4 Hazard Control Factors

The hazardcontrol (HC) factors representthe worth, in termsof reduction in hazard, of specific fisk
managementactions. These actions include

risk management activities such as vitilcation or grouting of waste materials

separation,reduction and/or removal of specific constituentsfrom a waste stream

relocation of waste materialaway from receptors or vulnerable pathways

repackaging and/or stabilizationof waste material.

In calculating the RH of a waste type at a site, it is recommended thatthese HC factors be estimated
from existing risk assessmentdata, where possible. In many cases, there will be specific risk assessments
for which generalizations can be made to roughly estimatethe worth of a specific risk management
action. Often, there are risk estimatesfor specified accident conditions in a Safety Analysis Report (SAR)
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Table 2.8. Hazard Measures Determinationfor RepresentativeConstituents

CAS Name FinalRQ JIM II&lBasis
56235 CarbonTetiachloride 10 100 RQ

67561 Methanol 5000 0.5 RQ
64175 Ethanol .- 0.5 MethanolHM
67630 Isopropanol .- 0.5 MethanolHM
75058 Acetonitrile 5000 0.5 RQ
91203 Naphthalene 100 10 RQ
91576 2-Methylnaphthalene -- 10 NaphthaleneHM
107211 Ethyleneglycol 5000 0.5 RQ
110543 Hexanes 5000 0.5 RQ
117817 Bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate 100 10 RQ
126738 Tnbutylphosphate -- 10 TetrachloroethyleneHM
127184 Tetrachloroethylene 100. 10 RQ
79016 Trichloroethylene 100 10 RQ
50328 Benzo(a)pyrene 1 1000 RQ
205992 Benzo(b)fluoranthene -- 100 Benzo(a)pyreneHM andtoxicity

equivalence
207089 Benzo(lc)fluoranthene -- 10 Benzo(a)pyreneHM andtoxicity

equivalence
1809194 DibutylPhosphate -- 10 TetrachloroethyleneHM
6834920 Silica -- 0.5 MinimumHM value
7429905 Aluminumion 5000 0.5 RQ for aluminumsulfate
7439987 Molybdenumion -- 1’ HM valuefor chromiumIII andVI
7440393 Barium 1000 1 RQ
7440473 ChromiumVI ion 1000 1 RQ for chromicacetateandsulfate
7440611 Uraniumion 100 10 RQ for uranylacetateandnitrate
7440622 Vanadiumion 1000 1 RQ for vanadiumcompounds
7440677 Zirconiumion 5000 0.5 RQ for zirconiumcompounds
7440702 Calciumion -- 0.5 MinimumHM value
7447407 Potassiumion -- 0,5 MinimumHM value
7447418 Lithiumion 10 100 RQ for lithiumchromate
7601549 Phosphateion 5000 0.5 RQ for phosphoricacid
7647145 Sodiumion -- 0.5 MinimumHM value
7782414 Fluorideion 1000 1 RQ for fluoridesof sodiumandzinc
7786303 Magnesiumion -- 0,5 MinimumHM value
12808798 Sulfateion -- 0.5 MinimumHM value
14797558 Nitrateion -- 0.5 MinimumHM value
15438310 Ironion 1000 1 RQ for ferricchlorideandsulfate
16065831 ChromiumIII ion 1000 1 RQ for chromuschloride
14797650 Nitriteion 1000 1 RQ for sodiumnitrite
7440360 Antimonyion 1000 1 RQ for commonantimonysalts
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or safety basis document thatcan be examined to get a rough estimateof the worth of a specific action. In
cases where no such risk assessmentdataare available, HC look-up tables are provided to use in
estimatingthe HC factor.

I

I risks.

The HC factor is used to assesschanges in the relative hazard of a contaminant or waste based on
changes in itsphysical condition or location due to waste management or environmental restoration
actions. The HC factor for a specific hazardreduction measure (e.g., capping) representsthe reduction in
hazard associatedwith thatmeasure (i.e., the post-action hazard divided by the pre-action hazard). In
conjunction with the other factors representingcontaminant inventory, the natureof the contaminant, and
potentialcontaminantexposure mechanism, the HC factor allows evaluation of the potential reduction in
hazard associatedwith a variety of potentialwaste management or environmental restorationactions.

2.4.1 Hazard Versus Risk

The term“hazard” as used here relatesto potential health effects associated with a contaminant or
waste material,assumingthatit is alreadyreleased to the environment. In contrast,the estimatesof risk
typically used to assessthe need for or effectiveness of environmental restoration or waste management
activitiesassumepotentialhealtheffects and likelihood of contaminantrelease and subsequentexposure.
In simple terms,hazardand risk are relatedas follows:

Probability of
Risk = Release or X Hazard

Exposure

Therefore, the term “hazard” as used here relates only to the intrinsic danger to healththatwould be
posed by the contaminantor waste materialin the environment in its current physical form and location.
Changes in physical form or location of a contaminantor waste thatalter its hazard can also change its
associatedrisk. However, it is not necessarily true thatthata contaminant or waste with a relatively high
hazardposes a high risk in the sense thatis usually discussed in “risk assessments.”

This relationshipbetween risk and hazardcan be used to facilitate calculating HCS. If the risks are
compared for a contaminantor waste in differing physical conditions or locations but having the same
probability of release or exposure, the relativehazards are related in the same proportion as the relative

Therefore, standardrisk-estimatingtechniques thatmake the probability of release or exposure
constantallow direct estimationof the change in hazard associated with management or restoration
actions. The simplestway to “fro” the probability of release or exposure is to assumethatthe
contaminantor waste has alreadybeen released. This is the approach that was used to estimatethe
changes in hazard(i.e., HCS) discussed in the following sections.
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2.4.2 Factors Affecting the HC

Five aspects of a contaminantor waste thathave significant impacts relative to assessing its hazard
are described in the following sections.

2.4.2.1 Toxicity or Radiological Nature

A contaminant’s toxic or radiological characteristicsdeterminethe severity of its healtheffects when
exposure occurs. Differences among contaminantsin this regard are accounted for in the healtheffects
data used in risk assessmentmethodologies. While typical waste management or environmental
restoration activitiesmay affect the amount of contaminantpresent, they generally do not affect its toxic
or radiological ‘nature. Therefore, this aspect of potential hazard is not addressed in assessingHCS for
such actions. However, since thisfactor affects hazardbut not HCS, this aspect of hazard is addressedby
the HM factor in the relativehazardcalculation.

2.4.2.2 Chemical Nature

The second key aspect of a contaminantaffecting its hazard, or the impact of hazard control measures
on it, is its chemical nature. Organic and inorganic contaminants generally behave differently both in
their environmentaltransportandtheirresponse to treatment. In addition, the hazard associated with a
radioactive elements changes spontaneously as it decays.

2.4.2.3 Mobflity

A thirdaspect of a contaminantor waste affecting its hazard is its mobility in the environment.
Contaminantsthatmove more readily through the environment are more likely to be transportedto
off-site receptors thanthose thatare relatively immobile. Thereby, they pose greater healthrisksto those
receptors. In addition, slow transportof radioactive elements allows time for these contaminantsto decay
prior to exposing receptors.

2.4.2.4 Physical Form

The physical form of a contaminantor waste has a significant impact on its hazard. The physical
form of a contaminantor wasteaffects its availability for transport(i.e., the rate at which it is released).
For example, liquid wastes aregenerally easier to transportthan solid wastes and, therefore, aremore
hazardous. In addition, solid wastethathas been treatedto immobilize contaminants (e.g., cemented or
vitrifkd) allows contaminantsto be released more slowly for transportand, therefore, is less hazardous.

2.4.2.5 LOtWtiOll

A contaminantreleasedto the environment in an isolated location with long transportpathwaysto
receptors is intrinsicallyless hazardousthanthe same contaminant in a location thatallows rapidtransport
to receptors. In addition, the hazardreduction associated with a waste management or environmental
restorationaction will vary depending on the waste’s location.
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2.4.3 Approach for Estimating HCS

Calculating site-specific HCS for a variety of potential waste management or environmental
restorationactions requires taking all these considerations into account. The approach used here is to
compare the calculated risks for site-specific conditions before and after such actions aretakento infer the
corresponding reduction in hazard, as suggested by the relationshipbetween risk and hazarddiscussed
above.

Such risk calculations can be performed with any risk calculation methodology thatallows parametric
variation of the key parametersdiscussed above. For the illustrativecalculations discussed below, the
Remedial Action Assessment System (R&W) was utilized (PNNL 1996). RAAS was developed by
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) for DOE as an analytical tool for defining and evaluating
alternativeremedial action strategiesfor DOE waste sites. The RAAS methodology is useful for this sort
of analysisbecause it allows direct variation of the key waste form and waste location parameters
described above.

The RAM includes elements of the MEPAS for calculating risk for the maximum exposed individual
(MEI) as a result of transportof contaminantsto potentialreceptors (Droppo et al. 1989). Comparison of
these MEI risks as key waste forms or location factors are varied allows calculation of the corresponding
HC.

2.4.3.1 Waste Form Variations

Four different waste forms were analyzed in the following illustrations: liquid waste, soil waste,
cemented or grouted waste, and vitrified waste. These classifications representthe most likely forms that
will be encountered in assessinghazard reduction measures,and many of the key hazardreduction
measuresresult in a transitionfrom one of these physical statesto another.

The relative hazards associated with these stateswere calculated by comparing the risk associated
with equivalent amounts of contaminant already released to the environment. For the solid waste forms
(soil waste, cemented or grout wastes, and vitrified waste), in situ wastes of the corresponding waste
forms or stateswere modeled and the corresponding risk calculated. Since these waste were already
released, the probability of release or exposure in the risk calculation is the same (i.e., probability of
release or exposure is 1.0). Therefore, the relative risks also represent the relative hazards. The liquid
waste statewas modeled as a pond containing the same amount of contaminant as the soil site. Again, the
contaminantis modeled as already released, so the comesponding calculated risk can be used to assess
changes in hazard. These calculations, performed for each site of interest,result in the following factors
thatare subsequently used in HC calculations:

risk associated with unit of contaminantin cemented/grouted waste
(-w =-. —

risk associated with unit of contaminant in soil waste

risk associated with unit of contaminantin vitrified waste
VF =

risk associated with unit of contaminantin soil waste
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SF =
risk associated with unit of contaminantin liquid waste

risk associated with unit of contaminant in soil waste

2.4.3.2 Hazard Reduction Measures

Hazard controls were estimated for a variety of waste treatmentor environmentalrestorationactivities
involving the waste form changes described above. In addition, the following similarfactors were
defined or estimated (also using the I&&W methodology) for other actions typically occurring as partof
waste treatmentand environmental restoration:

FMR = Fraction of Medium Removed (in contaminated medium)

FCR = Fraction ContaminantRemaining (after separatiorddestructiontreatment)

CF =
risk associated with unit of contaminant in capped site

risk associated with unit of contaminant in soil waste site

RF=
risk associated with unit of contaminant in alternativewaste site

risk associated with unit of contaminant in original soil waste

The first two of these (FMR and FCR) relateto actions thatchange the inventory or contaminant. In
general, the hazard associated with a contaminantis proportional to its inventory. If waste is removed
from a contaminated site for treatment,the fraction remaining (1 - FMR) retainsits initialhazardlevel,
while the fraction removed (FMR) may have a different hazard level, depending on how it is treatedand
subsequently disposed. Note thatthis formulation assumes thatthe contaminantremoved is proportional
to the medium removed. If this is not the case, then the fraction of the contaminantremaining should be
used ratherthan the fraction of the medium remaining. Similarly, FCR is used to assessthe change in
hazardassociated with in situ or ex situtreatmentthat separatesor destroysthe contaminant,thereby
changing the contaminantinventory and corresponding hazard. These two factors (i.e., FMR and FCR)
are provided to allow the user to make adjustmentsfor inventory reductions withinthe HC factor
however, these inventory adjustmentscan also be made by directly adjustingthe respective Q values of
the RH equation. It is left to the user’s discretion to decide where best to account for inventory changes
associated with speciilc risldhazard managementactions, but care should be takennot to “double count”
the inventory reductions. Table 2.9 defines the HCSfor a variety of potentialwastemanagementor
environmentalrestorationactions, in terms of the various hazard reduction factors previously defined.

2.4S.3 Contaminant Categories

Ideally, the various factors defiied above could be calculated for every contaminantof concern and
then used as appropriateto estimateHCS for waste management or environmentalrestorationactions of
interest. The RAAS methodology contains the necessary physical, chemical, andhealtheffect datafor
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Table 2.9. Hazard Reduction Measures with Generic HazardControl (HC) Factors

Hazard Reduction Measure HC Factor

Removal, treatment,and Treatmentto separateor destroy
contaminants

1 – FMR(’) (1 – FCR)o)
disposalof treatedmedium
in original environmental Cement/package removed medium 1 – FMR(l – GF)(C)

setting Vitrify/package removed medium 1 – FMR(l - VF)(d)

Off-site disposal (on treatment) 1-FMR

Direct disposal in alternativeES on-site 1 – FMR(l – RF)(e)
Removal, treatment,and/or Treat to separateor destroy contaminants
remote disposal of treated and replace in alternativeenvironmental 1- FMR[l - (FCR)(RF)]
medium eitheroff-site or in settingon-site
alternativeenvironmental Cement/package and replace in
settingon-site 1- FMR[l - (G~(RF)]

alternativeenvironmentalsettingon-site
Vitrify/package and replace in alternative

1- FMR[l - (VF)(RF)]
environmentalsettingon-site

In situ separation/destruction FCR

In situtreatmentor Grout in place GF

containment In situvitrification VF

Capping CF(f)

Solidify liquid waste SF@

Separate/destroycontaminants FCR
Ex situwaste treatment

Cement solid waste GF

Vitrify solid waste VF

(a) FMR = ~raction of contaminatedMedium Removed for treatment
(b) FCR = Fraction of contaminant Remaining (final concentrationdivided by initial

concentration) after treatmentto separateor destroyed contaminant
(c) GF = @out Factor= (risk associated with unit of contaminantin grouted waste)/(risk

associated with a unit contaminantin untreatedwaste)
(d) VF = ~itrification Factor= (risk associatedwith unit of contaminantin vitrified waste)/(risk

associated with a unit of contaminantin untreatedwaste)
(e) RF = Relocation Factor= (risk associatedwith a unit of contaminantin relocated waste)/(risk

associated with a unitof contaminantin waste in original location)
(f) CF = capping ~actor = (risk associated with a unit of contaminantin waste after cap is

applied)/(risk associated with a unit of contaminantin waste in original location prior to
applying cap)

(g) SF = solidification Factor= (risk associatedwith unit of contaminant in solidified
waste)/(risk associated with a unit of contaminantin liquid waste)
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over 400 organic, inorganic, and radioactive contaminantsof potential concern. However, performing
such comprehensive calculations is time-consuming and probably not warrantedin termsof the
incrementalinsight provided. Rather,representativecontaminantscan be selected and used as surrogates
for specific contaminants. As discussed previously, the key contaminant-specific differences of concern
relateto the chemical or radiological natureof the contaminant and its mobility.

For the purposes of the illustrativeHC estimatesdeveloped here, a set of contaminantcategories were
developed thatrepresentpotential variation in these key contaminantcharacteristics,and a representative
contaminantwas selected for each category. These categories and representativecontaminantsare shown
in Table 2.10.

Table 2.10. ContaminantCategories

Low Mobility High Mobility 1

Inorganic Inorganic
or Long Short or Long Short

Contaminant Half-Life Half-Lie Half-Life Half-Liie
Type Organic Radionuclide Radionuclide Organic Radionuclide Radionuclide

Representative
PCB

Mercury
137CS TCE

Arsenic
239PU

3H
contaminant(s) 99Tc

2.4.3.4 Illustrative Hazard Control Calculations

The methodology described above was used to develop illustrativeHCS for DOE sites,using site-
specific information and data.

Site-Specifk Data and Information. Illustrativehazard reduction factors, for use in calculating
HCS,were calculated for the following DOE installationsand corresponding environmental settings:

DOE Installation Environmental Settinm

Hanford

INEEL
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300 Area
200-E Area

ANL-w
CFA
Playas
TAN
RCWM



DOE Installation

Rocky Flats

SavannahRiver Plant

EnvironmentalSettinm

coll_wmF
CO1l.WIF
RFA_WrnF
RFA_WIF
0U3

GS-TNX-D
KC
L
P-R
A-M

Multiple “environmental settings” were analyzed for each DOE installationto reflect differences in
major site characteristics (stratigraphy,hydrogeology, etc.) thatpotentiallyaffect the transportof
contaminantsto receptors and, thus, the risk calculations. These environmentalsettingsare representative
of the major areas of interestatthese DOE installations. Environmentalsettingsand the corresponding
dataof interestwere developed for analysis supportingDOE’s ProgrammaticEnvironmentalImpact
Statementfor Waste Management and the Baseline EnvironmentalManagement Report (Holdren et al.
1995).

These and supplementarydatawere used to perform a set of RAAS analyses for each environmental
setting (Buck et al. 1997). A “typical” waste site of 10 metersby 10 metersextending the entire depth of
the top vadose zone layer was defined. Contaminantconcentrationsfor all eight of the illustrative
contaminants previously discussed were set at approximately 1!ZO of the limiting concentration for each
contaminant. Characteristicsof the soil, such as porosity and moisturecontent, and characteristicsof the
contaminant, such as its distributioncoefilcient (IQ and volubility, limit the amountof contaminantthat
can be distributed uniformly in soil without accumulation of pure contamination. The risk for a nearby
receptor from a contaminanttransportedvia the groundwaterpathwaywas then calculated by the RAAS
methodology. The RAAS methodology reports eitherthe estimatedrisk (e.g., 10-5probability of
incremental cancer incidence due to exposure to the contaminantfrom the waste site) or a lower limit of
10-10if a lower magnitude thanthatis calculated.

Similar risk calculations were performed assuming thatthe samewaste sitewas capped, grouted in
place, or vitified in place. A fairly high-performance cap was assumed,limiting ifilltration to l$ZOof
normal for 140 years. Using default parametersin the RAAS methodology, typical grout diffusion
coefficients and glass leach rateswere used to representgrout-in-place and vitrify-in-place scenarios.

For each environmental setting,a contaminated pond or impoundmentwas also defined containing
the same amount of each contaminantas the corresponding soil waste site. The risk for a nearby receptor
for contaminant transportedfrom the pond via the groundwaterpathwaywas then calculated by the
RAAS methodology.

2.18
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Site-Spetilc Results. Completing the calculations described above for all environmentalsettings at
an installationallowed calculation of all the hazardreduction factors of interest,using the relationships
previously described among various risk calculation results.

Tables 2.11 through 2.14 show the resultsof these calculations for each environmental settingat each
DOE installation. These tablesdo not contain estimatesfor the FMR and FCR factors. For the purpose
of estimatingHCS, either(1- FMR) or FCR can be roughly assumedto be in the range of 10-3to 10”5,
depending on the particularremoval or treatmenttechnology employed.

Also note thattheresultsare shown only as “order of magnitude.” The uncertainty implicit in risk
estimationcalculations makesreporting of additionalsignificant figures misleading.

Table 2.11. Hanford Hazard Control Factor Parameters

ContaminantType

LOWMobility High Mobility
Inorganic Inorganic
or Long Short or Long Short
Half-Life Half-Life Half-Life Half-Life

Environ- Hazard Organic Radionuclide Radionuclide Organic Radionuclide Radionuclide
mental Reduction Mercury Arsenic
Setting Factor PCB ‘%% 137CS TCE ‘Tc %

GF 1 1 1. 1 1 ~o-l

VF <10-10 1. ~o-2 <~o-lo ~o-3 10-5

1OO-N
RF 1 1 <~o-lo ~o-l <10-10

Area
<10-10

CF 1 1 1 1 1 ~o-2

SF ~o-5 ~o.l <~o-lo 1 1 1

GF 1 1 1 1 1 ~o-l

VF <10-10 ~o-l 10-3 <~o-lo ~o-3 ~o-5

300 Area RF ~o-2 IO-8 <~0-10 1 IO-8 <@o

CF 1 1 1 1 1 ~o-2

SF 10-3 ~o-l .10-3 1 ~o-l 1

GF 1 1 1 1 1 1

VF 1 1 1 1 1 1
ZOO-E
Area

RF EnvironmentalSettingAssumedfor AlternativeOn-SiteDisposalSite,RF = 1.0

CF 1 1 1 1 1 1

SF ~o-5 <10-10 <10-10 1 ~o.s <10-10
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Table 2.12. INEEL Hazard Control Factor Parameters

Environ-
mental
Setting

ANL-W

CFA

Playas

TAN

RCWM

Hazard
Reduction

Factor
GF

VP

RF

CF

SF

GF

VF

RF

CF

SF

GF

VF

RF

CF

SF

GF

VF

RF

CF

SF

GF

VF

RF

CF

SF

ContaminantType

Low Mobility HighMobility
Inorganic Inorganic
or Long Short or Long Short
Half-Life Half-Life Half-Life Half-Life

Organic Radionuclide Radionudide Organic Radionuclide Radionuclide
Mercury Arsenic

PCB 239PU 137CS TCE ‘Tc 3H
1 1 1 1 1 1

<1O.10 1 1 <10-10 1 1

1 1111 l@llll
1 1 1 1 1 1

~o-3 <10-10 <10-10 ~o-l ~o-8 <10-10

1 1 1 1 1 1
<10-10 1 1 <10-10 1 1

1 1 1 ~o-l 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1

1 <10-10 104 ~o-l <10-10 <10-10

1 1 1 1 1 1
<10-10 1 1 <10-’0 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 ~ ~o.2 ~o-8 10-9

1 1 1 1 1 1
<10-10 1 1 <10-10 ‘1 1t 1 , I t

1 1 1 ~o-l 1 1o-1

1 I 1 11 I 11 1 I 1
1 1 “1 10-2 ~o-a <1010

1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1

EnvironmentalSettingAssumedfor AlternativeOn-SiteDisposalSite,RF=l.0

1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1
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Table 2.13. Rocky Flats Hazard Control Factor Parameters

ContaminantType

LOWMobility High Mobility
Inorganic Inorganic or
or Long Short Long Short

Half-Life Half-Life Half-Life Half-Life
Environ- Hazard Organic Radionuclide Radionuclide Organic Radionudide Radionuclide
mental Reduction Mercury Arsenic
Setting Factor PCB 239PU 137CS TCE ‘Tc 3H

GF 1 1 1 1 1 1

VF <10-10 1 10-1 <10-10 10-2 104

coll_wmF RF ~o-l ~o-l 1o-1 ~o-l ~o-l ~o-l

CF 1 1 ~o-l 1 1 10-2

SF ~o-l ~o-l ~o-l 1 1 1

GF 1 1 1 1 1 1

VF <10-10 1 ~o-l <1o-1o ~o-z 104

coll_wIF RF ~o-l 1o-1 .1O-1 1o-1 ~o-l ~o-l

CF 1 1 ~o-l 1 1 10-2

SF 1o-1 ~o.l ~o-l 1 1 1

GF 1 1 1 1 1 1

VF <10-10 ~o-l 1 <10-10 10.2 104

RFA_WmF RF 1 1 ~o-l ~o-l ~o-l ~o-l

CF 1 1 ~o-l 1 1 ~o-l

SF 1 1 1 1 1 1

GF 1 1 1. 1 1 1

VF <10-10 ~o-l 1 <~o-lo 10-2 104

RFA_WIF RF 1 1 ~o-l ~o.l ~o-l ~o-l

CF 1 1 ~o-l 1 1 ~o-l

SF 1 1 1 1 1 1

GF 1 1 1 1 1 1

VF <10-10 ~o.l 1 <10-10 ~o-2 104

0U3 RF. EnvironmentalSettingAssumedfor AlternativeOn-SiteDisposalSite,RF= 1.0

CF 1 1 ~o-l 1 1 ~o-l

SF ~o.2 10-2 ~o-l 1 ~0.2 ~o-l
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Table 2.14. Savannah River HazardControl FactorParameters

ContaminantType

LOWMobility HighMobiIity
Inorganic Inorganic
or Long Short or Long Short

Half-Life Half-Life Half-Life Half-Life
.Environ- Hazard Organic Radionuclide Radionuclide Organic RadionucIide Radionuclide

mental Reduction Mercury Arsenic
Setting Factor PCB 239PU 137CS TCE ‘Tc %

GF 1 1 1 1 1 ~o-l

VF <10-10 10-2 ~o-2 <10-10 104 ~o-6

GS-TNX-D RF 1 ~o.2 10-2 ~o.2 ~o-2 10-2

CF 1 1 1 1 1 10-2

SF 1 1 1 1 1 1

GF 1 1 1 1 1 ~o-l

VF <10-10 ~o-2 10-3 <10-10 104 ~0-6

KC RF 1 ~o-l 10-2 ~o-2 ~o.2 ~o-2

CF 1 1 1 1 1 ~o-2

SF 1 1 1 1 1 1

GF 1 1 1 1 1 ~o-l

VF <10-10 ~o.z ~o-3 <10-10 104 10-6

L RF 1 ~o-l 10-2 10-2 10-2 10-2

CF 1 1 1 1 1 10-2

SF 1 1 1 1 1 1

GF 1 1 1 1 1 ~o-l

VF <10”’0 ~o-2 ~o.3 <10-10 104 104

P-R RF 1 10-2 ~o-2 10-2 10-2 10-2

CF 1 1 1 1 1 ~o.2

SF 1 1 1 1 1 1

GF 1 1 1 1 1 ~o-l

VF <10-10 ~o-l 1 <10-10 ~o-2 104

A-M RF EnvironmentalSettipgAssumedfor AlternativeOn-SiteDisposalSite,RF = 1.0

CF 1 1 1 1 1 10-2

SF ~o-2 ~o.2 ~o-z 1 ~o.5 ~o-l
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2.5 Approach to Calculating Relative Hazard Ratios Using the Relative

Hazard Equation

Inusing the RH equation to estimateRH ratios andproduce relative hazardreduction graphs, one
should always apply the testof “technical feasibility and reasonableness” to each factor of the equation
and to the final resulting RH value generatedover the course of the projected risk management actions.
In most cases, it will be helpful to sketch out an intuitiveRH graph considering all the risk management
actions being considered. Then, once the RH calculations are made, a comparison of the resulting graph
with the intuitivegraph can be made to testthe reasonablenessof the results. Any significant
discrepancies should be examined by looking atthe individual parametersand the logic behind them.

●

●

The generil steps of the RH estimationmethodology include the following:

Use the site-specit3c “Current Risk/Hazards” and “FutureRisk/Hazard Management Actions” tables
of the site’s risk profile to determinethe controlling constituents,quantities(considering total
amounts andreleasable fractions of controlling constituents),controlling pathways, and risk
managementactions pertinentto the wastetype being evaluated.

Assi@ site-specific values for the base case and each risk/hazardmanagementaction case to the
parametersof the RH equation, using datafrom the risk profile tables, site-specific risk assessment
data, values from look-up tables, and generalknowledge of the site in question.

- Assign quantity (Q) and release fraction (RF) values for the controlling constituents. If values of
Q are all releasable to the controlling pathway, the respective RF value can be assigned a 1.

- Assign hazard measure (HM) values (specific for the controlling constituentand pathway), using
the HM look-up tables provided. As the overall riskmanagementapproach is examined, consider
the logic flow where a specific risldhazardmanagementactivity may cause a change from one
pathway to another or a change in the statusof the controlling constituent. For instance, there may
be a separationsand disposal process where the initialcontrolling constituentis eitherchanged or
eliminatedresulting in a different controlling constituent.

- Assign hazard control (HC) values (specific for each risk/hazardmanagement activity). In many
cases, the HC is simply relatedto the reduction in the volume (i.e., amount of controlling
constituents)of the hazardous materialin question. In these cases, simply assign the HC a value
of 1 and adjust the Q values overtime to reflect the reduction, or use the FMR and/or FCR factors,
as applicable, to generate an HC value to account for the volume change. The HC values are
intended to reflect significant impact changes in the waste materialor its setting, e.g., vitrification
of the same amount of waste to change its fom repackaging leaking hazardous materialor
moving hazardous materialaway from a vulnerableexposure setting. In some cases, there will be
both reduction in volume and changes in the wastematerialor setting. A representativeHC value
should thenbe used, along with a reduction in the Q values (or the appropriateFMR and/or FCR
factors of the HC used to account for the volume change). If risk assessmentresultsare available
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for the general activity or a relatedactivity at the site, use the results of the risk assessmentto
estimatethe order of magnitudeof the activity. If no pertinentrisk assessmentresults are
available,use the HC look-up tables provided to estimatethe worth of the activity. Use these table
values in combinations with the Q and HM parametersto as closely as possible representthe logic
flow of all the risk managementactivities at the site.

. Assemble all of the RH equation factor values, with references and assumptioninformation
documented, into a simple worksheet format to provide documentation for the analysis process.

● Calculatethe RH ratio values, considering the general flow of activities thatoccur over time. As
mentioned,it would be helpful to sketch out an intuitivegraph of the activitiesover time. These
sketcheswill prove invaluable in selecting the best RH equation input factors and increase the
likelihood thatthe results are logically reasonable.

. Assign “best estimate” relativetime (RT) values based on the general understandingof time
associatedwith the completion of each risk/hazardmanagement activity. In many cases, quantity and
activitydataare presentedon a year-by-year basis, which is the best datafor an RH graph. In these
cases, simply assign RT values by year. In cases, where these year-by-year dataare not available, it
will be necessaryto estimatethe number of years out from the startingtime thateach risldhazard
managementactivity is projected to occur and the amount of time that it will take to complete the
activity. Then, assign these timeblocks to the respective RT values.

. Develop a plotting table, using the plotting routine software of your choice, and produce the
individual wastetype RH versus RT plots. For purposes of the risk profiles, use only
order-of-magnitude axes scaling (listing of axis values is optional), label the axes, and write the
pertinentrisk/hazardmanagementaction ident~ler information directly on the graphs. In past risk-
profile development, several siteshave asked not to have the axis values presentedbecause they can
easily get misinterpretedas absoluterisk values (i.e., order-of-magnitude riskvalues). This problem
was solved by simply including tick marks and noting in the text (ardor as footnotes) thateach tick
markrepresentsan order of magnitudereduction in the relative hazard.

.
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3.0 Application Examples

Example RH calculations and graphs are provided in the following sectionsto illustratethe method’s
application to actual site examples and its flexibility working with the data-availabilityconstraintsand a
site’s specific risk story. Two example cases, with considerably different levels of available input data,
are shown to illustrateflexibility. Close examination of the RH equations,as presentedin the examples,
shows thatthe methodology tends to single out the specflc risk (hazard)managementfactors that are
being alteredby the projected risk management actions. The methodology can adjust as many factors in
the RH equation as necessary to best represent the hazardreduction effected by a projected risk
managementactivity.

3.1 Example Site #1

Example Site #1 provides a good example of a site with known declining (decaying) inventory. Each
time increment is 10 years. The site has a large volume of waste containing some relatively short half-life
materialthatwill naturallydecline over the years. To simplify, the siteinventory was divided into either
surface or sub-surface inventory categories. The inventory information is presentedin Tables 3.1 (Sub-
Surface Inventory) and 3.2 (Surface Inventory). Inventory amountsin the tables are in curies.

3.1.1 Surface Contamination Calculation Notes

The GW pathway is assumedto be the controlling pathway.

The total initial inventory associated with surface contamination,as takenfrom Table 3.2, is 2042 Ci.

Q total= 2042 Ci

The baseline disposition maps show an 8% reduction in this inventory associated with treatmentand
offsite disposal (i.e., 168 Ci); a 0.970 reduction due to offsite disposal (i.e., 18 Ci); and a 0.470reduction
due to continued onsite controls (i.e., 8 Ci). The treatmentand onsite disposal activitiesneed to consider
decay as a means of reducing the inventory of radionuclides. This reductionin inventory is shown in
Table 3.2 (i.e., 2042-Ci initial inventory and 1300-Ci decayed inventory for the 70-year period shown).

Q treatmentand offsite disposal = 168 Ci
Q offsite disposal = 18Ci
Q continued onsite control = 8 Ci (partof currentoperations)
Q treatmentand onsite disposal = 2042 Ci; Q w/decay over 70 y = 1300 Ci.

It was assumed thatall of the inventory was releasable to the environment. Thus,

RF=l
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Table 3.1. Sub-Surface Inventory

Initial Act. 10 y Act. 20 y Act. 30 y Act. 40 y Act. 50 y Act. 60 y Act. 70 y Act.
Rad Inv. Frac. Inv. Frac Inv. Frac Inv. Frac Inv. Frac Inv. Frac Inv. Frac Inv. Frac

3H 1.0E8 0.901 5.7E7 0.869 3.3E7 0.828 1.9E7 0.777 1.1E7 0.715 6.0E6 0.643 3.4E6 0.564 2.0E6 0.481

85Kr 3.7E5 0.003 1.9E5 0.003 1.0E5 0.003 5.3E4 0.002 2.8E4 0.002 1.5E4 0.002 7.6E3 0.001 4.0E3 0.001
9osr 4.7E6 0.042 3.7E6 0.055 2.9E6 0.073 2.3E6 0.094 1.8E6 0.119 1.4E6 0.147 1.1E6 0.178 8.5E5 0.209

‘37CS 5.7E6 0.051 4.5E6 0.068 3.6E6 0.091 2.9E6 0.119 2.3E6 0.153 1.8E6 0.192 1.4E6 0.235 1.1E6 0.280

151Sm 1.9E5 0.002 1.8E5 0.003 1.6E5 0.004 1.5E5 0.006 1.4E5 0.009 1.3E5 0.014 1.2E5 0.020 1.1E5 0.027

‘lPU 1.9E5 0.002 1.2E5 0.002 7.3E4 0.002 4.5E4 0.002 2.8E4 0.002 1.7E4 0.002 1.1E4 0.002 6.6E3 0.002

Total 1.1E8 1.000 6.6E7 1.000 4.0E7 1.000 2.4E7 1.000 1.5E7 1.000 9.4E6 1.000 6.1E6 1.000 4.1E6 1.000

Table 3.2. Surface Inventory

w Frac.Of N25550 % Reduction In
b Rad T 1~(d) Initial Inv. (Ci) Initial % (t,days) 70 y Inv. (Ci) % at 70 y Total

60co 1.92E3 35 1.71 9.9E-5 3.5E-3 0.0 10

90Sr 1.04E4 330 16.16 1.8E-1 6.OE1 4.5 81.8

‘37CS 1.1OE4 310 15.18 2.OE-1 6.2E1 4.’7 80

152Eu 4.96E3 147 7,20 2.8E-2 4.1 0.3 97.2

239PU 8.81E6 1070 52.40 1.0 1.1E3 80.4 2.8

‘lAm 1.58E5 150 7.35 8.9E-1 1.3E2 10.1 13.3

Total 2042 100.00 1.3E3 100.00 36.3



.

The plutonium isotopes were considered to be the controlling constituents for the analysis. Using the
HM look-up table for the groundwater pathway, an HM value of 10 was assigned.

HM=lo

An HC factor of one (1) is assigned to current operations because this is assumedto be the baseline
from which to compare the reductions. Based on the disposition maps, the site estimatedthe fraction of
media removed (i.e., FMR) from the amount associated with treatmentand offsite hazardousdisposal
(i.e., the 168 Ci) is roughly 12% (i.e., FMR = O.12). Based on past experience and assessments,the site
estimatedthattheirtreatmentand onsite disposal operations effected roughly four orders of magnitude
reduction in risk. This reduction was assumed to be associated with controlling “tiehazard;thus, an HC
value of E-4 was assigned to the treatmentand onsite disposal operations. Thus,

HC currentoperations 1
HC treatmentand offsite hazardous disposal = (1 - FMR) = (1 – 0.12) = 0.88
HC treatmentand onsite disposal = E-4

Applying the above factors to the RH equation resultsin the following RH values for the various
risldhazardmanagement actions projected for the site:

RH currentoperations= (2042/2042)( 1/1)(10/10)(1/1)] = 1
RH treatmentand offsite hazardous material disposal= (168/2042)(10/10)(0.88/1) = 0.07
RH treatmentand onsite disposal without decay= (2042/2042) (10/10) (E-4/1) = 1.OE-4
RH treatmentand onsite disposal with decay= (1300/2042)( 10/10)(E-4/1) = 6.4E-5

The riskprofile tables show thatthe remediation of offsite surface contamination is scheduled to
begin in 2006; thus, an RT period from 0.0 to 7.0 was assigned to current operations. It was estimated
thatthe treatmentand offsite hazardous materialdisposal operations will take roughly three (3) years;
thus, an RT value of 10 was assigned to this action. The analysiswas performed for a 70-year period;
thus, an RT value was assigned to the treatmentand onsite disposal with decay operations. The treatment
and onsite disposal without decay RH calculation was provided above simply to examine the effect of the
decay. The following plot table was produced, as w& Figure 3.1:

RT

0.00 1.00
7.00 1.00

10.00 0.07
70.00 6.40E-5

.
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Surface Contamination

Curent Operations
Treatment and Off-Site Disposal of

Hazardous Constituent Component
Treatment and On-Site Disposal w/Decay

I

I

1
Relative Time

Figure 3.1. Surface ContaminationCalculatedfor Example Site #1

3.1.2 Sub-Surface Contamination Calculation Notes

The GW pathway is assumed to be the controlling pathway.

The total initial inventory associated with sub-surface contamination,as takenfrom Table 3.1, is
1.1E8 Ci.

Q subsurface contamination= 1.1E8 Ci

Based on information provided in Table 3.1, decay resultsin a 70-year inventory of 4.1E6 Ci.

Q subsurface contaminationw/70 y decay =4. 1E6 Ci

It was assumed thatall of the inventory was releasableto the environment.

RF= 1.0

The 137CSisotope was considered to be the controlling constituent. It had the highest activity fraction,
next to tritium and it also had the highest associated HM factor (1000) from the groundwater table.

HM = 1000
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A robust groundwater monitoring and control program is cited in the risk profile table for the risk
management action for sub-surface contamination. While such a programis essentialto safely maintain
the sub-surface contamination, it does not reduce the hazard.

HC maintain institutionalcontrol= 1

Applying the above factors to the RH equation resultsin the following RH values for sub-surface
contamination risk/hazardmanagement at the site:

RH current operations = (1.1E8/1.1E8)(looo/looo)( l/1) = 1
RH monitoring and management with 70-y decay = (4.1E6/1.1E8)(1000/1000)( 1/1) = 3.7E-2

The risk profile table projects the continuance of administrativecontrol with robust groundwater
monitoring for the entire 70-year period. Thus, the RT values, as presentedin the following plot table,
apply and the relationship is plotted in Figure 3.2.

RT RH

0.00 1.00

70.00 3.7E-2

Sub-Surface Contamination

Continued Safe Monitoring and Management

=
sN

i

Relative Time

Figure 3.2. Sub-Surface Contamination Calculatedfor Example Site #1
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3.1.3 Waste Disposal Operations Calculation Notes

The following inventory information for waste disposal operations was received from the site:

500,000 Ci landfills with surface isotopic distribution
1,250 Ci cratersubsidence with surface isotopic distribution

9,000.000 Ci undergroundwith 89% tntium and 7.3% americium assumed
9,502,250 Ci total

Thus, Q currenttotal= 9,502,250 Ci.

The estimatedsurface isotopic distributionis:

‘Sr
137CS
152Eu
‘9PU
~lAm

Percentage
1.7

16.1
15.1
7.2

52.4
7.3

For the landfills and cratersubsidence, a surface isotopic distributionis to be assumed. The surface
distributionpercentage can be obtained from Table 3.2. The reduction in the mixture (i.e., the landfills
and crater subsidence materials)due to 70 years of decay can then be estimatedfrom the initial and
70-year totals of the table: i.e., 1-(1.3E3)/2042 = 1.0-0.64= 0.36. The tritiumdecay can be estimatedas
98. 1% over the 70-year period using the datain Table 3.1, i.e., (1.01E8 – 1.95E6)/l.01E8 = 98.1%. The
americium decay can be estimatedas 13.3% over the 70-year period using the data in Table 3.2, i.e.,
(150 - 130)/150 = 13.3%. This all resultsin the following decay corrections with resulting 70-year
decayed inventory:

the

Q 70 mix = 501,250 Ci (0.36) = 180,450 Ci
Q 70 H-3 = 9,000,000 Ci (0.89) (1-0.981) = 152,190 Ci
Q 70 Am-241 = 9,000,000 (0.07)(1-0.133)= 546,210 Ci
Total 8.8E5 Ci

The 241Amisotope was considered to be the controlling constituentfor the analysis since it makes up
largestamount of the decayed inventory after the 70-year period (i.e., 546,210 Ci) and has a long half-

life. From the HM look-up table for groundwater, 241Amhas an HM value of 1,000.

HM = 1000

Given the isolation, climate, depth-to-groundwater,cover, containment,monitoring, and management
of the disposed waste, the site hasestimatedthe worth of the control actions to be roughly four orders of
magnitude.

HC covering and confinement= E-4
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Applying the above factors to the RH equation resultsin the following RH values for the risk/hazard
management actions projected for waste disposal operations:

RH current = (9.5E6/9.5E6)(1000/1000)(1/1) = 1
RH wastereceipt, covering and confinement = (9.5E6/9.5E6)(1000/1000)(E-4/1) = 1.OE-4
RH covering, confinement, and decay = (8.8E5/9.5E6)(1000/1000)(E-4/1) = 9.3E-6

The risk profile tables show currentoperations continuing for roughly 8 years with waste receipt,
covering, and coni-lnernentoperationsoccurring over a 40-year period. Decay was applied over the
70-year analysisperiod. These time assumptionsresult in the RT values presented in the following plot
table and the relationshipplotted in Figure 3.3:

RT RH
0.00 1.00
8.00 1.00
40.00 1.00E-4
70.0 9.30E-6

Waste Disposal Operations

Current Operations

- ti
W aste Receipt, Covering, and Confinement

Covering and Confinement w/Decay

2007
Relative Time

Figure 3.3. Waste Disposal Calculations for Example Site #1
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3.1.4 References

Since the purpose of this analysis is only to serve as an example, the pertinentreferences are not
included, however, documenting the references is an important partof an actualanalysis. In past
analyses,the inventory information was assembled in a spreadsheetutilizing the reference note capability
of the spreadsheetsoftware. This allows documentation of the references from which each specific piece
of informationklatawas obtained. It is also good practice to include a bibliographic list of all the
references (cited in the spreadsheet) in the calculation notes.

3.2 Example Site #2

The Example Site #2 analysis provides a good example of a site with detailedannualsource-term
quantitydata. However, for security reasons, detailed curie-content datawere not releasablefor all waste
types atthe site. Thus, the volume data were used in the analysis. These dataare less desirablefor the
analysisbecause the resultswill be less comparable across the different waste types. It also necessitates
assigningthe entire volume of the material to the controlling constituentquantity. This generally
produces an overly conservative quantity of the respective constituents. However, since the RH is a ratio,
these quantitieswill balance out for most cases. This overly conservative approach could greatly impact
the relativehazard resultswhen risk management actions involve direct modification of partor all of the
inventory (e.g, separation,elimination, or reduction of controlling constituentsin the total inventory).

The inventones were taken fkom the site’s disposition maps. Specific waste streamswithin a waste
type were consolidated in an effort to roll up the inventories to the highest level thatmatchedthe PBS
descriptions. Hazard control factors were based on tisk evaluations conducted for a site-specific
cumulativeimpact assessment.

3.2.1 Nuclear Materials Calculation Notes

The airpathway is assumed to be the controlling pathway.

The initial inventory is the sum of the inventones presented for nuclear materialsin the risk profile
tables, divided into the categories of solids/sludges and liquids.

Q = 1.3E4 kg solids and sludges
Q = 1.2E2 kg liquids

It was assumed thatall of the inventory was releasable to the environment.

m?=1.0

The plutonium and uraniumisotopes were considered to be the controlling constituentsfor the
analysis. Using the HM look-up table for the airpathway, an HM value of 1.0E4 was assigned.

HM= 1.0E4
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Based on an internalrisk assessmentfor the site, the site submittedthe following HC values to be
considered for the projected risk/hazardmanagementactions:

HC current =

HC solid residue stabilize and repack =

HC pits removed from site =

HC special nuclear materials(SNM) consolidated =

HC enriched uraniumremoved from site
HC liquid residue stabilization
HC I% metal and oxides stabilized,repacked and shippedoffsite
HC solid residue stabilized, repacked and shipped offsite

1 (baseline)
1.8 (reflects increase in inventory
activity)
0.4
0.1
= 0.05
= 0.01
= 0.005
= 0.001

Applying the above factors to the RH equation resultsin the following RH values for the various
risk/hazardmanagement actions projected for the site:

RH current solid and sludge
RH current liquid
RI-lsolid residue stabilize and repack
RH pits removed from site
RH SNM consolidated
RH enriched uraniumremoved from site
RH liquid residue stabilization
RH I% metal and oxides stabilized,repacked,
and shipped offsite
RH solid residue stabilized, repacked and
shipped offsite

= (1.3E4/l.3E’4)( 1/1)( 1.oE4/l.oWl)(l/1) = 1
= (1.2E2/l.2E2)(l/1 )(1.0E4/l.oE4)( l/1) = 1
= (1.3E4/l.3E4)(l/1 )(1.8/1) = 1.8

(1.3E4/l.3E4)(l/1 )(1.oE4/l.oE4)(o.4/1) = 0.4
= (1.3E4/l.3E4)(l/1 )(1.oE4/l.oE4)(o.ol/1) = 0.01
= (1.3E4/l.3E4)(l/1 )(1.oE4/l.oE’4)(o.05/1) = 0.05
= (1.2E2/l.2E2)(l/1 )(1.oE4/l.oE4)(o.l/1) = 0.1
= (1.3E4/l.3E4)(l/1)

(1.oE4/l.oE4)(o.oo5/1) = 0.005
= (1.3Ed/l.3E4)(l/1)

(1.oE4/l.oE4)(o.ool/1) = 0.001

Only a 20-year analysisperiod was used because the site is schedule to be cleaned up within that
period of time. The site provided specific dates for completion of the various risk/hazard management
activities, which were converted directlyby startingfrom a 1998 startingpoint into the RT values shown
in the following table and the plot in Figure 3.4:

RT
0.00
1.00
1.50
1.55
1.70
3.50
7.00
7.80

20.00

1.00
1.00
1.80
0.40
0.10
5.00E-2
1.00E-2
5.00E-3
1.00E-3
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Nuclear Material
Current Operations

Solid Residue Stabilization & Repack

Pits Removed From Site

Liqaid Residue Stabilization Complete

Enriched Uranium (eU) Removed From Site

- SNIvl Consolidated i“ B371

Pu Metals and Oxides Stabilized,
~ Repacked and Shipped Offsite

Solid Residue Stabilized,
Repackaged and Shipped Off site

m

Relative Time

Figure 3.4. Nuclear Material Relative Hazards Calculated for Example Site #2

3.2.2 Transuranic Waste Calculation Notes

The airpathway is assumed to be the controlling pathway.

The total inventory is the sum of the inventories presented for transuranicwaste in the risk profile
tables.

Q = 9.5E3 m3

The siteprovided the following year-by-year inventory projections through the year 2009, with
runningQ values assigned accordingly, which included each year’s increase:

~

1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

Additional Inventow (m3]
126

1000
2000
2000
2000
1774
344
157
64
45
14
9

Total 9.5E3
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It was assumed thatall of the inventory was releasable to the environment.

.
RF=l

The plutonium isotopes were considered to be the controlling constituentsfor the analysis. Using the
HM look-up table for the airpathway, an HM value of 1.0E4 was assigned.

HM= 1.0E4

Based on an internalrisk assessmentfor the site, the site submittedthe following HC values to be
considered for the projected risldimzardmanagement actions:

HC current = 1 (baseline)
HC during residue stabilizationand decontamination and decommissioning (D&D) activities

= 1 (actual increases in RH due to generation,shown as inventory increase)
HC residue stabilizationand D&D complete

= 0.0001

Applying the above factors to the RH equation resultsin the following RH values for the various
risldhazardmanagement actions projected for the site:

RH 1998
RH 1999
RH 2000
RH 2001
RH 2002
RH 2003
RH 2004
RH 2005

(126/126)( 1/1)( 1.0E4/l.0E4)(l/1) = 1
[(126+ 1000)/126] (1/1)( 1.0E4/l.0E4)((l/1) = 8.9
[(126+ 1000+2000)/126] (1/1)( 1.0E4/l.0E4)(l/1) = 24.8
[(l26+lOOO+2OOO+2OOO)/l26](l/l)(l.OE4/l.OE4)(l/l) = 40.7
[(l26+lOOO+2OOO+2OOO+2OOO)/l26](l/l)(l.OE4/l.OE4)(l/l) = 56.6
[(126+ 1000+6000+ 1774)/126] (1/1)( 1.0E4/l.0E4)(Ul) = 70.6
[(126+1000+6000+ 1774+344)/126]( l/l)(l.0E4/l.0E4)( l/l) = 73.3
[(126+100W600W1774+3M+ 157)/126](1/1)( l.OM/l.O~)(l/l) = 74.6

RH 2006 = [(126+100W600W1774+3M+ 157+64)/126](1/1)(1 .OM/l.O~)(l/l) = 75.1

RH 2007 = [(126+100W6000+ 1774+3W+157+64+45)/126] (l/l)(l.OU/l.OW)( l/l)

= 75.5

RH 2008 = [(126+100W600@1774+3M+ 157+64+45+14)/126]( l/l)(l.O~/l.OW)( l/l)

= 75.6

RH 2009 = [(126+100W6000+ 1774+3M+157+64+45+ 14+9)/126](1/1)( l.O~/l.Om)

(1/1) = 75.63

RH residue stabilization and D&D complete
= (9533/126)( 1/1)( 1.0E4/l.0E4)(0.0001/1)
= 7.5E-3

Only a 20-year analysisperiod was used because the site is scheduled to be cleaned up within that
period of time. The individual years associated with each inventory change were used to directly assign
RT values, resulting in the following table and the plot in Figure 3.5:
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RT RH

0.00
1.00
2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00
6.00
7.00
8.00
9.00

10.00
11.00
12.00
16
20.0

1.00
1.00
8.90

24.80

40.70
56.60
70.60
73.30
74.60
75.10
75.50
75.60
75.63
0.0075
0.0075

Transuranic Waste

Residue Stabilization and D&D Generation

4

Residue Stabilization
=
k 4 and D&D Completion
m
N

G
a
+.-
. , *

Relative Time

Figure 3.5. TransuranicWaste Relative Hazards Calculated for Example Site #2

3.2.3 Low-Level Waste and Mixed Low-Level Waste Calculation Notes

The surface waterpathwayis assumedto be the controlling pathway.

The total inventory is the sum of the inventoriespresented for low-level waste (LLW) and mixed low-
level waste (MLLW) in the riskprofile tables.
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Q = 3.5E5 m3

.

●

The site provided the following year-by-year inventory projections through the year 2020, with
Q values for each year assigned accordingly:

~

1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2020

Inventorv (m3)
7118
9250
6800

18899
12635
13149
14043
13309
12647
12234
12224
11977
11977
11977

Total 3.5E5

It was assumed thatall of the inventory was releasableto the environment.

RF=l

The plutonium and uraniumisotopes were considered to be the controlling constituentsfor the
analysis. Using the HM look-up table for the surface waterpathway, an HM value of 1.0E3 was assigned.

HM = 1.0E3 (Pu andU isotopes, 100 nCi/g controlling constituents)

Based on an internalrisk assessmentfor the site, the sitesubmittedthe following HC values to be
considered for the projected riskhzard managementactions:

HC current = 1 (baseline)
HC D&D completion = 1.OE-3

Applying the above factors to theRH equation resultsin the following RH values for the risklhazard
management actions projected for the site:

RH 1998 = (7118/7118)( 1/1)( 1.0E3/l.0E3)(l/1) = 1

RH 1999 = (9250/71 18)(1/1 )(1.0E3/l.0E3)( l/1) = 1.3
RH 2000 = (6800/7118)(1/1)(1.0E3/l.0E3)(l/1)=0.96
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RH 2001
RH 2002
RH 2003
RH 2004
RH 2005
RH 2006
RH 2007
RH 2008
RH 2009
RH 2010
RH 2020

(18899/71 18)(1/1 )(1.0E3/l.0E3)( l/1) = 2.65
(12635/7118)( 1/1)( 1.0E3/l.0E3)(l/1) = 1.77
(13149/7118)( 1/1)( 1.0e3/l.0E3)(l/1) = 1.84
(14043/7118)( 1/1)( 1.0E3/l.0E3)(l/1) = 1.97
(13309/7118)( 1/1)( 1.0E3/l.0E3)(l/1) = 1.87
(12647/71 18)(1/1)( 1/0E3/l.0E3)(l/1) = 1.77
(12234/7118)( 1/1)( 1.0E3/l.0E3)(l/1) = 1.71
(12224/7118)( 1/1)( 1.0E3/l.0E3)(l/1) = 1.71
(1 1977/71 18)(1/1)( 1.0E3/l.0E3)(l/1) = 1.69
(11977/7118)( 1/1)( 1.0E3/l.0E3)(l.OE-3/1) = 1.69E-3
(1 1977/7118)( 1/1)( 1.0E3/l.0E3)(l.OE-3/1) = 1.69E-3

Only a 20-year analysisperiod was used because the site is scheduled to be cleaned up within that
period of time. The individual years associated with each inventory were used to directly assign RT
values, resultingin the following table and the plot in Figure 3.6:

RT RH

0.00
1.00
2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00
6.00
7.00
8.00
9.00

10.00
11.00
12.00
13.0
23.0

1.00
1.00
1.30
0.96
2.65
1.77
1.84
1.97
1.87
1.77
1.71
1.71
1.69
1.69E-3
1.69E-3
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Low Level and Low Level Mixed Waste

Environmental Restoration Operations
Ramp Up of D&D

b-.=.-

D&D Operations +

L
(

Relative Time

Fkme 3.6. LLW and LLMW Relative Hazards Calculated for Example Site W
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4.0 Summary

The methodology presentedin this document was developed to provide a means of calculating the RI-I
ratiosto use in developing useful graphic illustrations; The RH equation, as presented in this method-
ology, is primarily a collection of key factors relevant to understandingthe hazards and risks associated
with projected risk Wagement activities. The RH equation has the potentialfor much broader
applicationthan generatingrisk profiles. For example, it can be used to compare one risk management
activitywith another,insteadof just comparing it to a fixed baseline as was done for the risk profiles. If
the appropriatesource termdata are available, it could be used in its non-ratio form to estimateabsolute
values of the associated hazards. These estimatedvalues of hazard could then be examined to help
understandwhich risk management activities are addressing the higher hazardconditions at a site.
Graphicscould be generatedfrom these absolute hazard values to compare high-hazard conditions. If the
RH equationis used in thismanner, care mustbe taken to specifically define and qualify the estimated
absolutehazardvalues (e.g., identify which factors were considered and which ones tended to drive the
hazardestimation).
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